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Message From The President 

I just returned from five days on the Varian (V6) Ranch, over 
20,000 acres of absolutely breathtaking land, where I attended a 
bridle horse clinic with Bruce Sandifer and Jeff Mundell which 
included working with cattle. I was nervous going into the clinic, 
being relatively new to riding (about 4 years), and to the disci-
pline of Bridle Horse. Also, I ride a tall off-the-track Thor-
oughbred, a breed not exactly known for moving cattle. The 
education far exceeded the expectation. I learned better riding 
techniques and mechanics and, more importantly, I learned that 
controlling emotion is the key. We will never be partners with our horse unless 
we control our emotions.  We will just be sitting on a “tool”, forcing it to do 
what we want it to do until it just wont do it anymore. Riding is all about a quiet 
conversation between the rider and horse by use of body and mind. 
 

I had the opportunity to see many riders on their horses, some very accom-
plished and some not so much. What intrigued me the most is that the accom-
plished riders had one thing in common: they all rode effortlessly. Their 
thoughts were the horse’s thoughts; they didn’t pull on the horse’s mouth; they 
didn’t kick the horse to get it to behave; the horse seemingly responded to the 
rider’s thoughts; they were partners even in the roughest terrain. I frequently 
heard the terms “be soft”, “soften”, “it’s the feel”, “feel the horse”. Not so easy 
to do when you’re trying to demand of the horse certain techniques.  Well, there 
it is.  I said “demand” and that’s the problem: we “demand” instead of ask. We 
prod, insist, yank and pull instead of ask.  And we wonder why we’re getting no-
where or why the horse loses its mind. During this clinic I had the pleasure of 
watching Amy and Cora Mundell, Jeff’s wife and daughter, ride.  It was like 
watching a beautiful dance. They both were beautiful in the saddle, balanced and 
soft, enjoying the horse beneath them doing their jobs. It seems we all would 
crave that kind of connection regardless of what discipline we ride. The tack we 
use or the clothes we wear matters not.  The techniques we use to speak softly 
to our equine partners is what matters. I am not one of the very accomplished 
riders I spoke of previously but I did gain a direction for my journey. I can stay 
on a horse, even during difficult times, but that doesn’t make me a good rider.  
It actually shows the opposite.  If we train our horse to listen to a whisper (in 
our hands and body) we won’t need to yell and those crazy horse incidents 
would be few and far between.  Let me leave you with this to ponder: Bruce 
Sandifer said, “if you’re not training your horse when you ride, you’re un-
training your horse when you ride.” Do you train or un-train? 
 

A final note. We lost a very valuable asset a couple of weeks ago.  One of our 
dedicated volunteers, who spent countless hours at our facility cleaning up, be-
came disheartened and quit after picking up an increasing amount of manure 
every week.  Please pick-up after your horse.  If you don’t have time to clean up 
after your own horse, please don’t use our facility. More poop cans will be 
added to make it easier to pick-up. Also, we still need volunteers to help with 
clean up.  Many hands make light work. 

 
 
    
    
 

Oct 10 - BOD Meeting 
   7 pm 
    
    
    

Oct 14 - General Membership 
   Meeting 
   5 pm 
 
    
    
Oct 28 - Halloween Trail Ride 
   3 pm 
   
    
 

 
 
  

Alice Waters 
Editor 
cah2os2006@yahoo.com 
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Oct 14 
General Membership Meeting. Come get your ALRC decals and share an evening with 
your fellow horsey friends! (see page 3 for details) 

Oct 28 
Halloween Trail Ride.  Saddle-up in your Halloween costume for a local trail ride with 
Brent Dooley!  (see page 4 for details) 

 
MEMBER KUDOS  

 
We have many wonderful members in our club who do 
many interesting things and have attained great accomplish-
ments.  We would like to acknowledge them whenever pos-
sible.  If you know of anyone in the club who should be 
highlighted for their triumphs, please let us know at alta-
lomaridingclub@gmail.com. 
 
 

CONGRATULATIONS Ric and Pat Morris for producing and directing the 10th anni-
versary SILVER FOX FOLLIES at the Lewis Family Playhouse on September 9th.   
 
CONGRATULATIONS Martha Cowan who, also on September 9th, won Best of 
Show in the Rancho Cucamonga Art Festival at the Lewis Center.  She also won 1st place 
for one of her paintings.  
 

THANK YOU Bret Dooley and his company, D.B. Building Fasteners, Inc., for donating $413.00 to ALRC for 
the purchase of ALRC’s new decal stickers, now available to all our members (see page 3 for details about the 
decals.) 
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FREE to all members to display on 
their trucks, trailers or wherever.  
Stop by October 14th and pick up 
your free decals.  Let Rancho know 
how proud we are of  our Alta Loma 
Riding Club! 

 
 
Heritage Park Equestrian Center 

5:00 pm 
 

 Delicious complimentary chicken dinner 
 Roundtable discussion about activities and events 

members are interested in for the coming year 
 Music and socializing with other horsey friends 
 Raffle 

 
 

 

Cassie Sanchez (909) 987-8366 
Pat Morris (909) 987-9403 
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MEET AT 
Heritage Park 

Equestrian Center 
3:00 pm 

 

 Wonderful desserts and re-
freshing drinks after the ride 

 Everybody welcome, (even if  
it’s just for dessert.) 

 Wear your Halloween costume 
and join in the fun! 
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 Article from www.horseandrider.com 
 

You’ve probably witnessed this scene during television coverage of 
equestrian events or at a horse show: Horse and rider gallop up to 
an imposing jump. Within a few strides of the obstacle, the rider 
tenses slightly; the horse rocks his weight back over his hindquarters 
in preparation for takeoff. All looks good...until the horse abruptly 
slams on the brakes at the jump’s base, and the force hurtles his 
rider through the air and into the jump. 
 

Is the horse being mean? Stubborn? Probably not. Odds are, if you 
saw what he saw on his approach to the fence (or what your own 
horse will see when he jumps a ditch or a fallen log, or crosses a trail 
obstacle), you’d stop, too. That’s because just as a horse reaches his 
takeoff point, the obstacle in front of him disappears, entering a 

cone-shaped blind spot that extends about 4 feet in front of his face. For your horse to go over any obstacle, it 
requires a leap of faith—faith in your ability to safely guide him over it, and faith in his ability to safely negotiate 
it. If you do anything to rattle that faith, as the rider in the above scenario did (by tensing up), chances are, your 
horse won’t take the leap. 
 

The disappearing obstacle is just one of the ways your horse’s vision differs—radically—from yours. To help you 
gain a horse-eye view of the world, I’m going to take you on a short ride, comparing what you see, against what 
research tells us your horse sees. By the end of our ride, you’ll find that viewing the world through your horse’s 
eyes will open a window to equine behavior.  You’ll have a better understanding of why your horse spooks at 
“invisible” demons; why objects that look harmless to you send him flying sideways; and why he often reacts to 
things as though he’s viewing them for the first time, even though you know he’s seen them before. You’ll also 
realize why it’s truly amazing when your horse does do something you ask of him, such as walk calmly into your 
horse trailer, or trot past that big tree stump. 
 

THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY 
 

Journey with me as we ride down a long dirt driveway. Along the way, we’ll pass sights common to every barn-
yard. With each, I’ll describe what you’ll see and then will explain your horse’s view of the same sight. 
 

The Gate Has Arms 
 

What you see: Just ahead, there’s a 14-foot-wide gated opening through which we must pass to reach the end of 
the driveway. In preparation for our ride, I opened the aluminum gate earlier; you see it propped up on the grass 
beside my driveway, shimmering in the bright sun. 
 

Why you see it that way: Your eyes are on the front of your face and, working together, they bring your brain a 
simultaneous 3-D image. This phenomenon, known as binocular vision, is indigenous to predators which, like 
cats, dogs, cougars, wolves, etc., we humans are. Nature designed binocular vision to enable predators to chase 
down, catch, and kill prey darting in front of them. 
 

Your focusing apparatus works like that of an auto-focus camera. Your eyes automatically focus on the gate us-
ing flexible disc-like lenses that are attached to powerful ciliary muscles. These muscles instantly flex or relax as 
needed to adjust your lens shape so you can send a sharp image to your retina, the “switchboard” of nerve recep-
tors on the back wall of your eyeballs. This switchboard then relays the picture to your brain. 
 

Your reaction: You approach the open gate without giving it another thought. 
 

What your horse sees: To him, the gate appears to be a hologram—a collage of silver arms shimmering into 
and out of focus, reaching forward and back as he approaches and passes it. 
 

Why he sees it that way: As a prey animal, your horse has monocular vision, meaning he has one eye on each 
side of his head. A prey animal’s eyes work independently of one another, sending separate images to separate 
sides of his brain as they constantly search for predators lying in wait. Only when your horse has directed both 
eyes on an object directly in front of him—beyond his front-end blind spot—do both eyes focus together in bin-
ocular vision. 
 

The equine eye is designed to 
help horses easily spot preda-
tors, footing, and food. Learn-
ing about the unique capabili-
ties of your horse’s eyes can 
help you better understand his 
behavior. 
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Regardless of whether he’s eyeing the gate or any other up-close object, using one eye or both, your horse’s 
lenses are much less flexible than yours. His poorly developed ciliary muscles are ill-equipped to make more than 
small, slow adjustments—much too small and much too slow to allow him to make quick, informed decisions 
visually. (Which is why Mother Nature has programmed him to first flee to safety, then to check out the situa-
tion from a safe distance.) To help his eyes focus in spite of rigid lenses he must move his head, adjusting the 
distance, known as focal length, between his eye or eyes and the gate, and adjusting the angle of view until the 
image falls into focus on the appropriate portion of his retina. 
 

As he moves through the opening, portions of the gate move into focus while other portions seem to be shim-
mering blurs that change as his every step and minor head movement alter the focal length and angle of view. To 
your horse, this appears as though portions of the gate are actually moving—an unsettling vision for a prey ani-
mal who believes that strange, moving objects are boogiemen until proven otherwise and are to be approached 
with the utmost caution, if at all. 
 

His reaction: He raises his head for an up-close look through the lower half of his eyeballs (more about that 
later), then cautiously steps through the opening. 
 

Kitty Kong 
 

What you see: My 10-pound yellow cat sitting on a stump to the right of 
my driveway. 
 

Why you see it that way: Your eyes’ auto-focus mechanism instantly 
sends your retina a sharp image of the cat. 
 

Your reaction: “What an adorable kitty!” 
 

What your horse sees: A cat the size of a Cocker Spaniel. 
 

Why he sees it that way: Your horse’s eyeball is the largest orb found in 
any land mammal and has a correspondingly oversized retina. The effect 
of this large retina is that it magnifies everything he sees—to him, up-
close objects look 50 percent larger than they appear to you. 
 

His reaction: Yikes! Kitty’s larger-than-life appearance ensures that your 
defenseless equine will be less apt to be surprised by a predator. While 
this feature keeps him on his toes toward danger (sometimes literally!), it 
also makes for a lot of false alarms. 
 

Oh, Deer 
 

What you see: As we top a slight hill, you spot a couple of white-tail deer 50 yards below and to your left, graz-
ing in front of a stand of trees. 
 

Why you see it that way: As we top the hill, you turn your head slightly leftward so that the deer remain di-
rectly in your binocular line of vision. But, as you turn your attention back to the driveway to make your way 
down the backside of the hill, the deer fall into your peripheral vision, the area just outside the line of direct 
sight; they become a fuzzy clump of tan blobs off to your left. 
 

Your reaction: Once the deer fall out of your front-line vision, you stop paying attention. 
 

What your horse sees: This depends on his position on the hill. He may not even notice the deer as he crests it, 
since they’re slightly ahead and to the left of him, at a level lower than his head. As he passes over the hilltop and 
begins to walk down the other side, the deer enter his peripheral vision—and become crisp, sharp images. 
 

Why he sees them that way: He can’t clearly see them from the hilltop, because his eyes operate in a manner 
similar to bifocal glasses. Looking through the lower half of his eyes—as he would be at the deer below—he can 
clearly see up-close objects, but not those in the distance. Looking through the upper half of his eye, he can 
clearly see distant objects, but not those up close.  In your horse’s peripheral vision, the deer come into sharp 
focus because images viewed in a 215-degree area spanning each side of him fall into a portion of his eye known 
as the “visual streak.” This streak is a horizontal band just above and to the outside of his eyes’ center. It’s across 
this area that your horse’s vision is sharpest, due to the density of nerve cells that receive visual information at 
the site.  The result is superb peripheral vision, an imperative survival tool that helps him constantly monitor his 
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environment for predators lurking on either side of or behind him.  Using this vision, he’s genetically pro-
grammed to pick up slight, invisible-to-you movements. The fluttering of a wing, the flick of a branch, the blink 
of a predator’s eye—these happenings, slight or invisible to the human eye, are big-screen occurrences to your 
horse. Even if he can’t quickly focus on what moved, the abundance of specialized receptors within his retinas 
give him keen motion detection, putting him on instant alert. His survival instincts scream that a predatory attack 
could be imminent and he must be ready to flee at any moment. Subtle movement may elicit no more than a 
turn of his head or a slight spook; a larger commotion could trigger his flight instinct—run first, think about it 
later. 
 

His reaction: As long as the deer are quietly grazing, your horse will likely take them in stride. But, if they were 
to suddenly bolt into the woods, which you can’t see because they’re out of range of your peripheral vision, your 
horse spooks. Silly horse, you think, as you quietly circle him to regain control, all the while looking around, try-
ing to determine what on earth could have frightened him. 
 

Herd Work 
 

What you see: The sight of my German Shepherd trotting in from the field to join our trail ride. You shift in 
your saddle so you can watch the dog make a beeline for your horse’s heels. He zigzags from right to left, 
“herding” your horse. 
 

Why you see it that way: Your “front-of-the-face” eye placement prompts you to turn around for a full view to 
better analyze the situation. 
 

Your reaction: Convinced that the dog’s herding is harmless, you turn around and face forward. 
 

What your horse sees: His right eye sees a pony-sized dog. The dog then disappears, and another pony-sized 
dog appears in his left eye’s field of vision. 
 

Why he sees it that way: Your horse’s bulging, side-of-the-head eye placement gives him a broad range of vi-
sion which includes the ability to see behind him (as he takes in some of your in-the-saddle movements), except 
for an 8-foot-long cone-shaped blind spot directly behind his hindquarters, into which my dog keeps disappear-
ing only to have another pony-sized dog appear on the other side. However, with a slight tilt of his head to either 
side, your horse is able to eliminate this blind spot. 
 

Because your horse has monocular vision, the area in his right eye’s field of vision is perceived and processed by 
his brain separately from the area in his left eye’s field of vision. The unfortunate side effect of this unique ability 
is that while the right side of his brain has already “seen” the dog, the left side of his brain has not and will per-
ceive a new threat when it sees the dog. 
 

His reaction: Because your horse must see an image with both sides of his brain before determining whether 
it’s friend or foe, viewing objects with one eye doesn’t adequately acclimate him to them. He’s now familiar with 
the dog but when we head back up the driveway, your horse acts as though he’s walking it for the first time. 
And, to each side of the brain, he is! 
 

Howdy, Neighbor 
 

What you see: My neighbor, standing ahead of us at the end of the drive-
way, wearing a Panama hat with a hot-pink hatband, a brown-and-yellow 
striped pullover shirt, and a pair of unsightly, bilious-green stretch pants. 
 

Why you see it that way: Because you see the world in a wide palette of 
colors, your neighbor’s fashion faux-paus leaps out at you. 
 

Your reaction: You secretly wish you were colorblind! 
 

What your horse sees: A large human with green legs, a yellow and gray-
toned body, and a brown/gray straw-looking thing on her head which 
may or may not be edible. 
 

Why he sees it that way: Your horse can perceive some colors. The 
most vivid to his eyes are yellow, followed by green, then blue. Research-
ers believe that color perception in horses helps them find food: mix the  
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colors yellow and green, and you get the colors of spring grass; add a little blue and you get clover or alfalfa. 
Since brilliant colors aren’t important for your horse’s reproduction (as they are for other species like birds and 
monkeys) and his predators tend to be of the brown variety, the color red isn’t imperative for his survival. He 
sees red as brown/gray or as a non-color. 
 
His reaction: Your horse isn’t frightened by bright colors—or bad taste. So long as my neighbor doesn’t make 
any sudden, startling movements, he’ll quietly accept her presence. 
 

Gazing Grazer 
 

What you see: My fashion-impaired neighbor offering us a piece of pie while motioning to a small, grassy pad-
dock where we can put our horses. 
 

Why you see it that way: Your eyes work as one (though they often partner with your stomach). 
 

Your reaction: You untack your horse, turn him loose in the paddock, and chow down on a helping of fresh 
peach pie. 
 

What your horse sees: Grass. He immediately drops his head and digs in. 
 

Why he sees it that way: Since he was designed to feed himself by grazing, he readily identifies food at ground 
level. 
 

His reaction: Unless something catches his eye, he’ll probably munch away. While grazing, your horse remains 
aware of his surroundings to detect potential threats by looking through the tops of his bifocal eyes. If he per-
ceives anything warranting closer examination, he’ll raise his head and arch his neck, so he can continue to use 
the top halves of his eyes. He’ll then zoom in on the suspicious object with his binocular vision, phasing out any 
distracting peripheral scenes. 
 

After Dark 
 

What you see: Dusk settling in, dimming your ability to discern shapes, or see long distances. 
 

Why you see it that way: Your eyes are poorly designed for night vision, because they lack the light absorbing/
reflecting mechanisms necessary to see clearly in dim light. 
 

Your reaction: You hurry to finish your pie, re-tack your horse, and head back up the driveway, hoping to re-
turn to the barn before total darkness descends. 
 

What your horse sees: Head-back-home images that look brand new to each side of his brain—images he can 
see clearly despite the lack of light. 
 

Why he sees them that way: Due to the low
-light perceiving receptors in his eyes, your 
horse’s night vision is about 50 percent better 
than yours. He also benefits from reflective 
panels on his retinas that catch the small 
amount of light still available at night. These 
panels reflect light back through his retinas 
for processing. (The light that bounces back 
out of his eyes accounts for the ghostly glow-
ing orbs you see when a light hits his eyes at 
night, or in photos taken with a flash.) 
 

His reaction: He’ll probably stroll homeward 
completely at ease. Because your horse can 
see well at night when there are usually fewer 
activities to clutter his constant search for 
danger, he’ll likely be less spooky than at high 
noon—unless you’re nervous which you can 
easily transmit to him. 
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The following actions were taken by the Board. 

 

 
 
 

FREE to all ALRC members, a newly designed club decal/sticker is now available.  THANK YOU Martha 
Cowan for designing the sticker and THANK YOU Brent Dooley and his company, D.B. Building Fasteners, 
Inc., for donating $413.00 for the production of the stickers. 
 
 
 
 
If you have an item you would like to place on the agenda and bring before the Board, please contact 
Martha Cowan, Secretary, at: 909-912-2117 or marthacowanpaintings@gmail.com 

President Joe Cowan 909-912-4319 joeofire@gmail.com 

1st Vice President Pat Morris 909-944-9929 exclemages@hotmail.com  

2nd Vice President Cassie Sanchez 909-987-8366 johnsanchezesq@hotmail.com 

Treasurer John Sanchez 909-987-8366 johnsanchezesq@hotmail.com 

Secretary Martha Cowan 909-912-2117 marthacowanpaintings@gmail.com 

Membership Ali Smilgis 909-702-5306 asmilgis@yahoo.com 

Youth Clay Clements 909 921-4878  clayman.clements@gmail.com 

City Liaison/ALERT Larry Henderson 909-226-3956 lhenderson62@outlook.com 

Local Trail Brent Dooley 909-941-9857 brentd@selfdrillers.com 

Trailer Out Barry Berg 909-980-4324 bergfam25@msn.com 

Food Services Rick Morris 909-944-9929 exclemages@hotmail.com 

Publicity Charlene Ariza 909-980-8876 cariza@charter.net 

Newsletter Editor Alice Waters 909-261-4892 cah2os2006@yahoo.com 
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Lovely Fall has arrived and riding couldn’t be better.  I love this time of year and even though we don’t get the 
fall colors quite like some areas of the country, we do see some beautiful trees in our city turn lovely colors. 
 

First of all, I want to thank Shelly Clark for her generous donation to the club.  It will be very helpful in helping 
the club in several endeavors. 
 

Congratulations to Jill Underwood on her new equine companion, Shots, but also condolences on the loss of her 
lovely pony Amber. 
 

Riley and I are always interested in improving our partnership and towards that end we have been riding with 
Christina Willard as a trail instructor.  She has given me so many constructive comments as well as expanding my 
understanding of how Riley views things on the trail.  One of the most recent discussions was about how horses 
view things with their eyes:  do they have a preference of left eye or right eye?  Well, guess what? There are arti-
cles on the internet about that very subject.  She clued me into one of the studies done regarding that very issue.  
You can view one of the articles at www.horsehints.org and search for “Horse’s Visual Preference/Left or Right 
Eye?”  Here is a short excerpt: 
 

“It has been shown that the left eye is the 'rapid-reaction' eye, and has a stronger and faster flight reaction to a 
frightening stimulus presented on the left. The study indicated that this affects the horse’s interaction with peo-
ple.  The horse that generally prefers you on the left, but is not bothered if you are on the right, is probably see-
ing you as a cooperative partner, whose lead it would like to follow.”  
 

I encourage all of you to look up the article and read it in its complete context.  So besides other excellent com-
ments she had noted in my reactions to Riley’s actions, she has provided me with some excellent reading mate-
rial. 
 

Happy Trails and I hope to see many of you riding during the coming weeks. 
 

Ali Smilgis – Membership Chairman 
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Show Office & Clubhouse 
Concession Stand 
Restrooms 
Arena Lighting 
2 Round Pens 
South Arena: 295’ x 150’ 
North Arena: 220’ x 90’ (Dressage) 

$150/6 hrs: includes both arenas & grounds fee 

Kitchen: $50/event 

Multipurpose Room: $50/event 

Grounds Fee: $5/horse  

Cleaning Deposit: $150 (refundable) 

PA System 
Hitching Rails 
Water Trough 
Trailer Parking 
Trail Course 
Trail Access 

 

If  you have or know of  an organization that would like to hold a horse show, clinic or other 
equestrian event, please share the information below about our wonderful facility 

ALTA LOMA RIDING CLUB 
P.O. Box 8116 

Alta Loma, CA 91701 
909-226-3956 

altalomaridingclub.com 
altalomaridingclub@gmail.com 

 

LOCATED AT 
5546 Beryl Street 

Alta Loma, CA 91701 
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ALRC Newsletter 

To place your ad in ALRC’s monthly newsletter, contact altalomaridingclub@gmail.com 



 

Alta Loma Riding Club 
P.O. Box 8116                                       
Alta Loma, CA 91701 
 

Community organization dedicated to the interest, lifestyle and continued preservation  
of owning and riding horses in Alta Loma and Rancho Cucamonga, CA 

ALRC Newsletter 

909-226-3956 
www.altalomaridingclub.com 
altalomaridingclub@gmail.com 
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You don’t need to own a horse 

 

 

AD SPACE AVAILABLE 

WANTED:  Debbie Grossberg needs 
a helper to ride and groom her horses. 
Please call 909-957-826.  

AD SPACE AVAILABLE 

MEMBER 

Classified 
ADS 

 
Ad space is now available to all 

ALRC members.  If it fits in the 

box, the ad is free!  To place your 

ad, contact ALRC at altalomarid-

ingclub@gmail.com 


